1) Ann is ___2nd___ to the right of Kate.

2) John is ______ to the right of Helen.

3) Sandy is ______ to the left of Cathy.

4) Julie is ______ to the right of Sandy.

5) Cathy is ______ to the right of Ann.

6) David is ______ to the left of John.

7) Mike is ______ to the left of John.

8) Sam is ______ to the right of Mike.

9) Helen is ______ to the left of Sam.

10) Kate is ______ to the left of Cathy.
1) Ann is __2nd__ to the right of Kate.

2) John is __9th__ to the right of Helen.

3) Sandy is __6th__ to the left of Cathy.

4) Julie is __4th__ to the right of Sandy.

5) Cathy is __3rd__ to the right of Ann.

6) David is __8th__ to the left of John.

7) Mike is __5th__ to the left of John.

8) Sam is __3rd__ to the right of Mike.

9) Helen is __7th__ to the left of Sam.

10) Kate is __5th__ to the left of Cathy.